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A crisis-resistant global economy 
 

February 26, 2023, Peter von Elten 

The global economy is proving to be more robust than many had expected. Main reasons for this 

are the unexpectedly severe decline in energy prices, which have resulted in falling inflation rates, 

as well as a labor market that has stayed resilient despite a slowdown. China has ratcheted up 

renewed economic momentum by lifting its Zero-Covid strategy and taking measures to support 

its property market. With its growth forecast now raised to 5%, China is expected to contribute 

about a quarter of global growth, at about 2-3%. The Kiel Institute for the World Economy has 

noted a considerable surge in trade. Greater optimism in economic outlooks has led to a rally in 

equities. However, due to the still present economic and geopolitical risks, it can’t be said for 

certain if this is a long-term trend.     

In response to this more positive outlook and the still robust labor market, central banks may feel 

compelled to sharply raise interest rates for longer periods – and keep them high to break the still 

soaring and now embedded inflation. Despite this, inflation rates are still expected to come down 

significantly in the short term, in part due to factors dropping out of inflation statistics in the 

following months, such as the base effects resulting from extreme hikes in energy costs. However, 

it is likely that a base in inflation will remain stubbornly and far above the central banks' targeted 

upper limit of 2%. Past and future interest rate hikes will continue to impact consumers and trade, 

but with a time lag. The real estate sector, which is particularly sensitive to interest rates, will 

continue to weaken despite high demand for housing in many countries. This is also down to a 

sharp rise in construction costs and stringent environmental regulations. In spite of much higher 

wage settlements, there will be a loss of purchasing power in real terms once more, just like last 

year. Naturally, this leads to weaker consumption. 

The war in Ukraine continues to be an incalculable risk. The 12-point paper "China’s Position on 

the Political Settlement of the Ukraine Crisis" – note the avoidance of the word “war” – is in line 

with the Russian stance that it is under threat by Ukraine and NATO, implicitly justifying its inva-

sion. Given China’s clear partisanship, its calls for a ceasefire, negotiations and the lifting of sanc-

tions have little substance for the promise of actual peace negotiations. 

In the face of all the sanctions, Russia has still managed to attract new buyers for its raw materials, 

thereby continuing to finance the war and retaining munitions suppliers. Putin’s actions and state-

ments point to a drawn-out war of attrition that could put the Western alliance under severe 

pressure. The continued destruction of Ukrainian cities has already caused challenges to the rest 
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of Europe to take in refugees. Moreover, it has created significant tensions due to the unwilling-

ness of certain countries to take in refugees. In the US, on the other hand, the upcoming increase 

to the debt ceiling will most likely cause heated debates. Republicans aim to make their approval 

dependent on budget cuts, as well as protecting US borders rather than those within Europe, 

while demanding higher contributions from Europe for the costs of war. 

The new age of the “Strongman”  

 

Last year, chief commentator of the Financial Times, Gideon Rachman, published The Age of the 

Strongman. A worthwhile read, the book charts the dawning age of the “strongman” to the be-

ginning of this century, with Putin’s inauguration. Within two decades, the rise of men such as 

Recep Erdogan, Xi Jinping, Narendra Modi, Viktor Orban, Donald Trump, Mohammed bin Salman, 

and Jair Bolsonaro followed. The central narrative of these strongmen shows that the Western, 

liberal and democratic model has long been declining. Events such as 9/11, the omen of the Iraq 

war, the dramatic 2008 financial crisis and exploding national debt have all given these strong 

men a platform for their message: only they can save their nations. Dangerous arbiters of this 

development are their use of cults of personality, the merging of state and strongman, forced 

constitutional changes, the invocation of a misty glorious past and the spread of “alternative 

facts”. This has combined with a veer towards protectionism, manifesting itself in the vilification 

of immigrants and minorities. Rachman expects this strongman world to fail in the long-term due 

to problems of succession, unbalanced or autocratic decision-making processes, and sheer eco-

nomic realities. 

Peter von Elten 
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